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Abstract: - The term "industrial heritage" describes the tangible remnants of a society's industrialization and economic growth, including 

buildings, locations, and artefacts. Various features such as factories, mills, mines, railroads, industrial machinery, warehouses, and other 

industrial infrastructure are all part of this history. These material remains serve as a testament to the changes that industrialization 

brought about in terms of technology, society, and the economy. In this manuscript, Construction of Spatial Experience and Interaction 

Model of Industrial Heritage Based on Virtual Reality Technology (BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN) are proposed. Initially input data is gathered 

from real time data is taken from camera or mobile phone. To execute this, input image is pre-processed using Generalized Multi-kernel 

Maximum Correntropy Kalman Filter (GMMCKF), it removes the noise from collected the data; then the Pre-processed data is feature 

extracted using Synchro spline-kernelled chirplet extracting transform (SSCET). In feature extraction SSCET is extract some feature such 

as Geometric features likes area, slope, centroids and perimeter. Then, the extracted data is fed to Thermodynamics-Informed Neural 

Network (TINN) for effectively categorize Interaction Model of Industrial Heritage. In general, TINN doesn’t express adapting 

optimization approaches to determine optimal parameters to ensure accurate virtual reality heritage picture collection. Hence, the Binary 

Arithmetic Optimization Algorithm (BAOA) to optimize Heterogeneous Thermodynamics-Informed Neural Network which accurately 

categorized the industrial heritage. Then the proposed BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN is implemented and the performance metrics such as 

Accuracy, Recall, Precision, F1- Score, Specificity, and Computation Time are analyzed. Performance of BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN approach 

attains 18.41%, 24.08% and 32.57% higher accuracy, 19.21%, 20.08% and 21.57% higher recall and attains 20.31%, 21.08% and 22.57% 

higher precision when analyzed with existing techniques likes intelligent splicing method of virtual reality Lingnan cultural heritage 

panorama depend on automatic machine learning (ISM-VLHP-AML), key technologies of digital protection of historical with cultural 

heritage depend on virtual reality technology (DPH-CH-VRT), Reconstruction of Industrial and Historical Heritage for Cultural 

Enrichment Utilizing Virtual  and Augmented Reality (RI-HCE-VAR) methods respectively. 

Keywords: Binary Arithmetic Optimization Algorithm, Generalized Multi-kernel Maximum Correntropy Kalman Filter, Industrial 

Heritage, Multimedia Knowledge Graph and Deep Learning Techniques, Synchro spline-kernelled chirplet extracting transform, 

Thermodynamics-Informed Neural Network. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The quality and efficiency of picture registration, which is the first stage of image splicing, are crucial in 

deciding the outcome [1]. Despite being reasonably mature and widely used, the generally utilized image 

registration techniques represents SIFT algorithm still require additional optimization and improvement due to 

the algorithm's huge computation requirements, somewhat long operating times, and very general accuracy. 

Lingnan culture encompasses a wide range of topics, including academic study, literature, art, calligraphy, 

music, gardens, folklore, religion, opera, crafts, architecture, cuisine, language, overseas Chinese culture [2]. It 

is specifically associated with the Lingnan region of China [3]. Regarding picture stitching technology, it's a full 

process that involves image gathering and stitching [4]. However, most academic research done now focuses on 

a single data point in the process, leaving no standardized, effective answer [5]. Therefore, this study has to 

investigate and provide a plausible answer on its own when working on investigate of Lingnan cultural heritage 

panorama show technology depend on image mosaic [6, 7]. As panoramic stitching technology develops, 

image-depend virtual reality technology becomes more engaging. Advanced computer-generated technology 

called virtual reality immersion (VRI) lowers subjective ratings of discomfort during procedural medical 

treatments [8]. According to VRI lowers pain-related brain activity as determined by functional magnetic 

resonance imaging [9]. Utilizing special goggles otherwise computer, they assigned 24 patients by chronic 

itching—16 with dermatitis-induced psoriasis vulgaris, 8 with psoriasis vulgaris—randomly to interactive 

computer game screen [10]. Use a visual analogy scale (range from 0 to 10) to self-assess the level of itching 

before, during, and 10 minutes after exposure. Despite the fact that their research procedures only included 

twenty-four persistent pruritus individuals, the study's sample size was insufficient [11]. According to Bastug et 
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al., success of immersive VR experiences hinges resolving a variety of problems across several academic fields. 

For their research, they made use of artificial intelligence, computer vision, fog/edge computing, 

storage/memory, and more [12]. 

 After a description of the fundamental criteria for a wireless connection, certain important components are 

introduced. Furthermore, while studying three VR case studies, producing numerical outcomes under varied 

network, storage, calculation configurations, investigate methodology defies logic. Environmental factors and 

mental health disorders are inextricably linked. Freeman et al. believe that, by VR and computer-generated 

interactive environments, individuals regularly experience their problematic situations, learn how to overcome 

problems during evidence-depend psychotherapy. They carried out an organized analysis of empirical studies. 

A total of 285 studies were found, 86 of which included treatments, 45 theoretical advancements, and 

evaluations [13]. Anxiety, schizophrenia, drug-related illnesses, and eating disorders are the primary ailments 

under investigation [14]. Despite the fact that his research has identified numerous therapy approaches, their 

research methodology is irrational [15]. The intelligent mosaic approach of the VR Lingnan cultural heritage 

panorama, which is depends on AML is the major topic of this research. To mitigate the impact of not enough 

camera regulation, gather images based on overlap area among nearby images of suitable size, it is imperative 

to minimize the negative effects of the collection process on final panoramic image of Lingnan cultural heritage 

[16]. Image demonising and image projection modification are the two main image pre-processing techniques 

used to improve the visual effects of Lingnan cultural heritage panoramic photos [17].The optimum suture line 

position should take into account the least amount of colour difference in suture area, most same texture on both 

sides [18]. It is depend on number of pixels in first row of overlapping area to identify candidate suture line 

column [19]. 

A. Problem statement  and Motivation behind this Research work 

The conditions needed for a wireless connection after describing VR, a few important components are 

introduced. Furthermore, their research methodology defies logic, despite the fact that have examined three VR 

case studies, produced numerical data under diverse storage, computation, network configurations. 

Environmental factors and mental health disorders are inextricably linked. Through computer-generated 

interactive environments and virtual reality (VR), people can relive their troublesome situations; learn how to 

overawe them with evidence-depend psychotherapy [20-25]. 

This paper specifies the shooting scenario selection criteria throughout the research and testing process. It is 

used to reduce the camera's irregularly rotating motion and gather photos based on the amount of overlap 

between neighbouring, suitably sized images and these functions as the initial stage that precedes image fusion 

and registration. 

 

B. Contribution. 

The major contribution of this paper includes, 

• The proposed approach is presenting Thermodynamics-Informed Neural Networks for Virtual 

Reality-Based Spatial Experience and Interaction Model of Industrial Heritage.   

• The field of Spatial Experience and Interaction Model of Industrial Heritage is used to GMMCKF 

and the Synchro spline-kernelled chirplet extraction transform. 

• A creative, comprehensive strategy and theoretical framework that uses virtual reality (VR) 

technologies to digitally depict the long-term changes in a heritage site while testing the validity 

and dependability of the framework. 

Remaining manuscript is arranged as below: part 2 presents literature review, part 3 describes proposed 

method, part 4 proves result with discussion, part 5 concludes the manuscript. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Several investigate works were previously suggested based on Interaction Model of Industrial Heritage. A 

few works are reviewed here, 

Fu et al. [20] have presented ISM of virtual reality Lingnan cultural heritage panorama depend on AML. In 

this study panorama of Lingan cultural heritage is constructed by using cylindrical projection. They first do 

image segmentation for all Lingnan cultural heritage training image in order to obtain several areas, extract 

visual attributes of all area. They utilize AML methods to train visual feature set, apply bagging technique to 

create various training subset. To select the optimal stitching line during the stitching implementation, they first 
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evaluate overlap region of two images based on matched SIFT feature points to heterogeneities all component 

classifier. This method provides higher accuracy but it provides lower f1 score.  

Zhang [21] has presented Key Technologies of DPH with Cultural Heritage depend on VRT. The images' 

feature points were extracted using Harris operator, two registered images were computed based on affine 

transformation coefficient. In order to achieve seamless mosaic design of images and forward, backward 

projection process of circular panoramic images, images experience affine transformation and were then 

bilinear interpolated, weighted smoothed based on nearby location of overlapping area. Also research creative 

expression of acquiring 3D panoramic images. This method provides higher accuracy but it provides lower 

recall. 

Paulauskas et al. [22] have presented Reconstruction of Industrial and Historical Heritage for Cultural 

Enrichment Utilizing VAR. Designs, builds, test VR for kinaesthetic distant learning in museum setting. A 

virtual reality training tool created that allows students to choose and act out pre-made scenarios in a virtual 

setting. Kinaesthetic learning features underpin the program's interaction. For learners, VR-controlled scenarios 

imitate real-world physical engagement with items. The purpose was to evaluate VR educational program's 

efficacy in comparison to other forms of instructional materials. They have developed a solution that integrates 

their 3D images with rendering capabilities. This method provides higher precision but it provides lower 

accuracy. 

Deng et al. [23] have presented research on CNN-depend VR platform framework for intangible cultural 

heritage conservation of China Hainan Li nationality: boat-shaped house as example. Here, enumerates and 

analyses different incidents, academic directions of intangible cultural heritage, combined by existing status of 

intangible cultural heritage in Hainan. These all present stricter guidelines for preserving Hainan's cultural 

legacy, emphasizing the need to do so by using not only conventional methods but also the benefits of modern 

scientific and technology advancements to stay relevant. This method provides higher specificity but it provides 

lower recall. 

Khan et al. [24] has presented Using augmented reality and deep learning to improve Taxila Museum 

experience. An attempt was made to enrich user’s museum experience by important multimedia information 

with for developing better connection with artefacts with the Taxila Museum in Pakistan that has magnificently 

maintained Gandhara civilization. The suggested remedy is Augmented Reality smart phone application that 

utilizes DL to identify artefacts in real time, provides visitors with helpful multimedia content Utilizing 

pertinent assessment models such as the triptych model of interaction and the Museum Experience Scale 

(MES), the evaluation is meticulously carried out. This method provides higher recall but it provides lower 

accuracy. 

Rinaldi et al. [25] have presented Augmented Reality CBIR System Depend on Multimedia Knowledge 

Graph and DL Methods in Cultural Heritage. This paper offers a mobile augmented reality system that uses 

linked open data and content-based picture analysis algorithms to increase user understanding of cultural assets. 

Specifically, they investigate the applications of conventional feature extraction approaches as well as a novel 

approach that makes use of deep learning methods. In addition, they perform an exhaustive experimental 

analysis to identify the optimal technique for accurately extracting multimedia elements for cultural heritage 

analysis. This method provides specificity but it provides lower f1- score. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In this proposed methodology, Construction of Spatial Experience and Interaction Model of Industrial 

Heritage Based on Virtual Reality Technology (BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN) are discussed for identifying Virtual 

Reality-Based Spatial Experience and Interaction Model of Industrial Heritage.  The model endures initial 

image gathering by accurately identifying the presence, location, and characteristics further processing. These 

phases endure major three processes likes preprocessing, feature extraction, and Heritage Picture Collectionin 

succeeding sectors. Block diagram of BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN is represented by Figure 1. 
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Figure1: Block Diagram for Proposed BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN Method 

A. Data acquisition 

The input data are taken from real time dataset [20] using camera or mobile phone. It collected from4 

several kinds of data projection transformations, specifically planar projection, cube projection, spherical 

projection, cylindrical projection. It is varied projections will have very varied building techniques and visual 

quality. Input data are then fed to feature extraction process respectively. 

B. Pre-processing using Generalized Multi-kernel Maximum Correntropy Kalman Filter 

In this section, GMMCKT [26] technique is utilized which used to remove the noise from the collected input 

image. This proposal suggests using multiple kernels to extend the notion of maximum Correntropy. Functions 

called kernels convert input data into a higher-dimensional space so that non-linear correlations can be 

recorded. Several kernels are combined in generalized multi-kernel techniques to improve the model's capacity 

to identify intricate patterns in the image. Among them, the disturbance observer based on the Kalman filter is 

appealing as it estimates disturbance, state simultaneously and works best for linear system and Gaussian 

noises. Initially, Correntropy was described as a measure of local resemblance between two random variables. 

Thus it is given in equation (1)  

)],([),( YXkEYXC =
                (1) 

Here, YX, is defined as random variable; E is denotes the energy level; k is denotes the kind of 

distribution and C is denotes join distribution. A common used kernel is Gaussian density function. Thus it is 

given in equation in (2) 

)|/|exp(),(),( ,


 eyxGyxk −==               (2) 

Here, ),( yxk  represents shift- invariant Mercer kernel; yandx represents realization of YandX ;  is 

represented the shape parameter;  is represented by the kernel bandwidth; G  is represented the Gaussian 

density function and e is represented the true function of yx− . Then the join distribution of random variable 

is defined by the initialize the random variable. Thus it is given in equation (3)  
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Where, Here, YX, is defined as random variable; C is denotes join distribution; ii YX , is defined as the 

initialization of random variable;  is represents shape parameter,   represents kernel bandwidth. Then join 

distribution is not available and only samples N  can be obtained. Thus it is given in equation (4) 
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Here, YX, is defined as random variable; k is denotes the kind of distribution and C is denotes join 

distribution; G  is represented the Gaussian density function;  is represented the shape parameter;  is 

represented by the kernel bandwidth; N is denotes the only sample function and ii YX , is defined as the 

initialization of random variable. After, the distribution is correspondingly removing the noise. Thus it is given 

in equation (5) 
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Here, GLJ  is defined as generalized loss; YX, is defined as random variable; C is denotes join distribution; 

 is represented the shape parameter;  is represented by the kernel bandwidth and ii YX , is defined as the 

initialization of random variable. Finally, the noise is removed from the collected real time collected images. 

Then the pre-processed images are fed to Feature extractionphase. 

C. Feature extraction using Synchro spline-kernelled chirplet extracting transform 

In this section, SSCET [27] is proposed. Then the SSCET is extract the feature such as Geometric features 

likes area, slope, centroids and perimeter. The frequency-rotating, frequency-shifting operators of SCT were 

enhanced by the modified Synchro extracting operator upon which the SSCET technique is based; )(tg is 

Gaussian window is given in equation (6) 
2
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etg                 (6) 

Here, )(tg is denotes Gaussian window; is denotes the constant value of the function;  is denotes the 

resolution parameter of the window function and e is denotes the element of the function. The function is 

expressed to the phase shift of SSCET. Thus given in equation (7)  
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e
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0 ).().().().(              (7) 

Here, eSCT  is defined as phase shift of SSCET; 
SR and   represents spline frequency- rotting and spline 

frequency- shifting operation; )(tg is denotes Gaussian window; e is denotes the element of the function; 0t

is denotes the starting stage of time;  is denotes the length of the time and  is denotes coefficient of the 

frequency. Two- dimensional of co- efficient satisfying condition is leading to discontinuous, fluctuating of 

time-varying features attained. Thus it is given in equation (8) 
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et−=                               (8) 

Here, 0  is denotes coefficient of the initial frequency; eSCT  is defined as phase shift of SSCET;  denotes 

coefficient of frequency; t is denotes the time period of the frequency and t model in time–frequency analysis. 

Then replaced the modified Synchro extracting operator is given in equation (9) 
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Here, )( 0 − is denotes the real application of the coefficient; 0  is denotes coefficient of the initial 

frequency and  is denotes coefficient of the frequency. The energy concentration in noisy environments while 

successfully displaying the variations of attributes that change over time. Thus it is given in equation (10) 

)(.),( 0 −= eSCTtSSCET                            (10) 

 Here, ),( tSSCET  is denotes time and coefficient of SSCET; eSCT  defines phase shift of SSCET and 

)( 0 − denotes real application of the coefficient. Area is scaled in square units, such as cm³, m². The area 

of shape is 2D quantity. "Area" refers to area inside boundary or limit of closed shape. The geometry of such 

shape is made up of at least three sides that join to form a boundary. Thus it is given in equation (11) 

WLA *=                                            (11) 

Here, A  is defined as Area of the two- dimensional; L is defined as the length and W is denotes the width. 

The ratio of y increases as x increases by certain amount known as line's slope. The slope of a line indicates its 

slope, or how much y grows as x increases. Everywhere along line, slope is constant, or same. Thus it is given 

in equation (12) 

x

y
m




=                                                         (12) 

Here, m is represents the slope; y  represents change in y- coordinate (vertical change); x represents 

change in x- coordinate (horizontal change).The centroid is the object's center point. The centroid of triangle is 

location where three triangle medians converge. It can mean location where three medians converge. A line 

connecting side's midpoint, triangle's opposite vertex is named median. Thus it is given in equation (13) 

3

321 xxx
Gx

++
=                              (13) 

Here, xG is denotes the averaging the x coordinates; 1x , 32 xandx  are represented by vertices of the 

triangle. Entire length of shape's boundary known as shape's perimeter in geometry. A shape's perimeter is 

computed adding lengths of all of its sides, edges. It is expressed in linear units of measurement, such as feet, 

inches, meters, or centimetres. Thus it is given in equation (14) 

)(*2 WLP +=                (14) 

Here, P is defined as perimeter; L is defined as Length and W is defined as Width. Finally, the features are 

extracted by using Synchro spline-kernelled chirplet extracting Transform and Thermo dynamics-informed 

neural network (TINN) is used for the heritage picture collection and instructs the visual feature set. Then, the 

features extraction output is fed to Thermodynamics-informed neural network. 

D. Heritage Picture Collection using Thermodynamics-informed neural network 

In this section, Heritage Picture Collection using Thermodynamics-informed neural network (TINN) [28] is 

discussed. Ithas demonstrated that because of the thermo physical characteristics that supercritical fluids display 

close, they have the ability to produce micro confined turbulence when subjected to high-pressure. This led to 

increased interest in understanding when operating near pseudo-boiling transitioning area. Though, because 

conducting experiments at high pressure levels presents some difficulties. To make use of both the physical 

understanding of the state that characterizes thermo physical qualities and the supervised data of those 

properties. Thus it is given in equation (15) 

);,();(),;,(  SxLxLSxL P
P

D
D +=                           (15) 

Here, L represents hybrid thermodynamics- information loss function; D , P is represented by fixed 

weights otherwise penalty coefficients; S  is represented by set of parameters prescribed by problem setup;   

is represented by collects weights, biases across network and  is represented by ),( PD  is weight vector 

with D , P loss weights corresponding to data-driven, physics-depend loss functions. By using a loss function 

informed by thermodynamics and composed of the residual of the state, the thermo physical limitations and 

ensures their fulfilment in the network design. Thus it is given in equation (16) 

ycw
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= ),()(                           (16) 
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Here, )(ygT  is represented by extended linear formulation; y is represented by coordinate of the domain; 

hwT  and hwy is represented by projection transformation and cwT , cwy is represented by heritage. By altering 

the network architecture, particularly the network is presented. Thus it is given in equation (17) 

+−=


xSxLylygylSxz L ),;,()()())(1();,(             (17) 

Here, 


z represents ),(


= Tpz is prediction vector; g is represented by vector of extended pixel boundary 

conditions; );,( SxLL
represents network output;  represented by vector domain, l is represented by length 

of function. Thus it is given in equation (18) 
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Here, y is represented by coordinate of the domain; l is represented by the satisfying function and is 

represented by input features vector domain. The image process allows to analytically choosing the l  function. 

Thus it is given in equation (19) 
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Here, l is represented by the satisfying function; y is represented by coordinate of the domain;  is 

represented by input features vector domain; cwy is represented by cold wall; hwy is represented by hot wall 

and L is represented by total length of the domain. Finally, TINNaccurately captures theheritage picture 

collection. Due to its convenience, pertinence, AI-depend optimization approach is taken into account in TINN 

network. Here, BAOA is employed to optimize the TINN, for tuning weight, bias parameter of TINN. 

E. Optimization using Binary Arithmetic Optimization Algorithm 

The proposed BAOA is utilized to enhance weights parameters ),(


Tp of proposed TINN [29]. Recently, a 

metaheuristic algorithm called BAOA was presented. It has demonstrated strong performance in multiple 

benchmark tests. It is a metaheuristic makes advantage of distribution behaviour of the primary arithmetic 

operators, including addition, subtraction, division, and multiplication. The Binary Arithmetic Optimization 

Algorithm (BAOA) in binary form, which addresses the feature selection issue in classification.  

1) Stepwise process for BAOA 

Here, stepwise process for obtaining appropriate TINN values using BAOA is described here. To creates a 

uniformly distributed population for optimizing the ideal TINN parameters. The entire step method is then 

presented in below 

Step 1:Initialization phase 

Initial population of BAOA is, initially generated by randomness. Then the initialization is derived in 

equation (20) 
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                            (20) 

Where, z denotes the total population of binary arithmetic; N denotes the 
thhn number of BAOA and D

represents the distance between the prey and BAOA. 

Step 2:Random generation phase 

Input weight parameter 


Tp,  developed randomness via BAOA method. 

Step 3:Fitness function 

Generate random solution from values of initialization. It is evaluated depend on equation given in (21), 
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)],[(


= TpOptimizingfunctionFitness                                        (21) 

Step 4: Exploration phase ),(


Tp  

Exploring potential areas for improvement and learning about the characteristics of the target binary 

arithmetic operations comprise the exploration phase of a binary arithmetic optimization process. The 

exploration stage lays the groundwork for the next stages of optimization, when certain tactics can be put into 

practice and evaluated in light of the discoveries discovered. It is crucial for improving the optimization 

strategy. For applications like binary classification, where predict the likelihood of an event happening or not 

happening, the sigmoid function comes in handy. Thus it is given in equation (22) 

)5.0(101

1
)(

−−+
=

xe
xsigmoid

              (22) 

Here, )(xsigmoid is represented by original exploration stage; )5.0(10 −− xe  is represented by binary 

exploration phase. Likewise, position updating of exploration phase can be evaluated. Thus it is given in 

equation (23) 



 +

=+
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randtxsigmoidif
txB

ji
ji
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))1((1
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,
,2                         (23) 

Where, )1(, +tx ji  represents original exploration stage; ))1(( ,2 +txB ji represented by modified binary 

position of exploration phase in iteration t  and rand represented by number created at random from 

distributions uniform. The flow chart of BAOA is given in Figure. 2 
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Figure2: Flowchart of BAOA optimizing for TINN 

Step 5:Exploitation phase 

In order to improve the performance of targeted binary arithmetic operations, particular solutions found 

during the exploration phase are put into practice during the exploitation phase of binary arithmetic 

optimization. The objective of the exploitation phase is to put the optimization strategies into practice and 

validate them in order to make sure that the performance gains are substantial and meet the needs of the 
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intended application. Based on feedback and real-world usage, it could be required to continuously monitor and 

refine. Then the fitness function is utilized to improve the phase. Thus it is given in equation (24)  

||

||
)(

N

K
Yfitness R  +=               (24) 

Here, )(YR is denotes the parameter of the given function;  is denotes the parameter of ]1,0[ ;  is 

denotes the parameter of )1( − ; || K is denotes the number, || N  denotes original number of dataset. Metric 

accurate is a set of characteristics. Thus it is given in equation (25) 

 =
=

N

k

kAvgAcc
N

MCA
1

1
                                         (25) 

Here, MCAis denotes mean of heritage accuracy; N  denotes the total number of accuracy and
kAvgAcc is 

denotes the average gain in accuracy at k  run. 

Step6:Termination 

The weight parameter value of generator ),(


Tp  from Thermodynamics-informed neural network is 

optimized by utilizing BAOA; and it will repeat step 3 until it obtains its halting criteria 1+= zz .The BVR-SE-

IMIH-TINN effectively assesses the quality of Virtual Reality-Based Spatial Experience and Interaction Model 

of Industrial Heritage higher accuracy, lessening computational time and error. 

IV. RESULT WITH DISCUSSION 

Experimental results of BVR-SE-IMIH-TINNare discussed in this section. The proposed BVR-SE-IMIH-

TINN method is implemented in Java Applet-depend method to realize virtual roaming of viewing panoramic 

images. Obtained outcome of the proposed BVR-SE-IMIH-TINNapproach is analyzed with existing, such as 

ISM-VLHP-AML, DPH-CH-VRT and RI-HCE-VAR systems. 

A. Performance Measures 

Performance of proposed method is examined utilizing accuracy, recall, Precision, FI-Score, specificity and 

computational time. 

1) Accuracy 

Accuracy describes detection rate that are correctly classified. The formula is derived in equation (26). 

TNFPTPFN

TNTP
Accuracy

+++

+
=

                                      

(26) 

Here, TPdenotes true positive, TN  signifies true negative, FN denotes false negatives and FP  signifies 

false positive.       

2) Recall 

Recall is a performance metric commonly used in binary tasks. It is given in equation (27) 

TPFN

TP
call

+
=Re                                        (27) 

3) Precision 

It estimates positive result count while diagnosis of leaf diseases. Then the formula is derived in equation 

(28). 

TPFP

TP
ecision

+
=Pr                                        (28) 

4) F1- Score 

The performance equation is provided in and the evaluation parameter of F1-score is analyzed.  Thus given 

in equation (29) 

callecision

callecision
ScoreF

RePr

RePr
21

+


=−                                        (29) 

5) Specificity 

It estimates the proportion of negative instances and expressed in equation (30) 

FPTN

TN
ySpecificit

+
=                                        (30) 

6) Computation Time 
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The computation time is very depending on the specific context, type of computation and the algorithm or 

method involved. Thus, given in equation (31) 

bnfanT += )()(
                                       

(31) 

Here, )(nT is represented by computational time; n is represents the input size; a is represents the constant 

factor; )(nf is represents the time complexity function describing the input size; b is represents the constant of 

additional fixed overhead.  

B. Performance Analysis 

Figure 3 to 8 shows simulation results of BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN technique. The BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN is 

analysed to the existing ISM-VLHP-AML, DPH-CH-VRT and RI-HCE-VAR respectively. 

 
Figure3: Accuracy analysis 

Figure 3 depicts accuracy analysis. The BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN attains 18.41%, 24.08% and 32.57% greater 

accuracy at number of time taken at 2; 17.64%, 23.21% and 32.91% greater accuracy at number of time taken at 

4; 17.12%, 23.41% and 32.90% greater accuracy at number of time taken at 6; 20.85%, 22.96% and 23.23% 

greater accuracy at number of time taken at 8;which is analyzed with ISM-VLHP-AML, DPH-CH-VRT and RI-

HCE-VAR methods respectively. 

 
Figure4: Recall analysis 

Figure 4 depicts recall analysis. The BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN attains 19.21%, 20.08% and 21.57% higher 

recall at number of time taken at 2; 18.64%, 21.21% and 30.91% higher recall at number of time taken at 4; 

22.12%, 23.41% and 31.90% higher recall at number of time taken at 6;25.23%, 26.33% and 27.90% higher 
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recall at number of time taken at 8;which is analyzed with ISM-VLHP-AML, DPH-CH-VRT and RI-HCE-

VAR methods respectively. 

 

Figure5: Precision analysis 

 

Figure 5 depicts precision analysis. The BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN attains 20.31%, 21.08% and 22.57% higher 

Precision at number of time taken at 2; 18.64%, 21.21% and 30.91% higher Precision at number of time taken 

at 4; 27.12%, 29.41% and 31.10% higher Precision at number of time taken at 6; 25.55%,  26.98% and 27.10% 

higher Precision at number of time taken at 8;which is analyzed with ISM-VLHP-AML, DPH-CH-VRT and RI-

HCE-VAR methods respectively. 

 
Figure6: F1-score analysis 

 

Figure 6 depicts F1-score analysis. The BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN attains 22.20%, 23.10% and 25.57% 

higherF1- Score at number of time taken at 2; 26.64%, 28.21% and 30.10% higher F1- Score at number of time 

taken at 4; 29.12%, 29.41% and 31.10% higher F1- Score at number of time taken at 6;27.20%, 28.30% and 

29.60% higher F1- Score at number of time taken at 8; which is analyzed with ISM-VLHP-AML, DPH-CH-

VRT and RI-HCE-VAR methods respectively. 
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Figure7: Specificity analysis 

Figure 7 depicts specificity analysis. The BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN attains 25.20%, 26.40% and 28.57% higher 

Specificity at number of time taken at 2; 28.64%, 29.21% and 32.10% higher Specificity at number of time 

taken at 4; 28.12%, 29.41% and 30.10% higher Specificity at number of time taken at 6; 21.25%, 23.60% and 

25.30% higher Specificity at number of time taken at 8; which is analyzed with ISM-VLHP-AML, DPH-CH-

VRT and RI-HCE-VAR methods respectively. 

 
Figure 8: Computation time analyses 

Figure 8 shows performance of computation time analysis. The BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN technique attains 

22.5%, 24.9%, and 26.3% lesser computation time analysed with existing techniques likes ISM-VLHP-AML, 

DPH-CH-VRT and RI-HCE-VAR methods respectively. 

C. Discussion 

An efficient proposed BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN are proposed for Virtual Reality-Based Spatial Experience and 

Interaction Model of Industrial Heritage; the regression functions the pre- processing using GMMCKF. 

Followed by, Feature Extraction using SSCET; then, extracted image is using TINN. The next Interaction 

Model of Industrial Heritage TINN and Optimization of TINN using BAOA; As a result, an Industrial Heritage 

is eliminated The specificity values of BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN are 25.20%, 26.40%, 28.57% higher than existing 
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techniques likes ISM-VLHP-AML, DPH-CH-VRT and RI-HCE-VAR methods respectively. Similar to this, the 

Virtual Reality-Based Spatial Experience and Interaction Model of Industrial Heritage is proposed 97.92% 

analyzed with Interaction Model of Industrial Heritage is 80.42%. The proposed method BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN 

has high accuracy and F1- Score evaluation metrics than existing methods. Therefore, the comparative methods 

are expensive than the proposed technique. As a result, the proposed approach Virtual Reality-Based Spatial 

Experience and Interaction Model's Industrial Heritage is more effectively and efficiently. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this section, Construction of Spatial Experience and Interaction Model of Industrial Heritage Based on 

Virtual Reality Technology (BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN) are successfully executed. Proposed BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN 

method is applied in Java Applet-depend method to realize virtual roaming of viewing panoramic images. Then 

the images are extracted from image process of virtual reality, for classifying the virtual Detection. According 

to the experimental results, BVR-SE-IMIH-TINN performed better when used with the Co-training technique 

than when used separately regards FI-Score, precision and specificity. The performance of BVR-SE-IMIH-

TINN approach attains 18.64%, 21.21% and 30.91% higher Precision, 28.12%, 29.41% and 30.10% higher 

Specificity and 22.20%, 23.10% and 25.57% higher F1- Score and 26.3% lower Computational Time when 

analyzed with existing methods like ISM-VLHP-AML, DPH-CH-VRT and RI-HCE-VAR respectively. 
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